
Youth Age Band Group - Strategic Framework Development  - As of 07/14/2021   

Goals: Objectives: Strategy: Activities Inputs Resp

What are the objectives, if completed, going to 

lead to? What measurable goals has the 

workgroup decided on to make sure that it 

meets the purpose of the group? These should 

be SMART goals.  

How are we going to implement our workgroup 

goals? How are the deliverables from the strategy 

going to be maintained? 

What types of things do we need to develop to help met 

our objectives? What deliverables will we have after we 

perform the activities? 

What steps need to happen to make sure that we can complete the 

strategy? 

What do we need to make 

the activities happen? 

Goal 1: Objective 1: Strategy 1A: 1.A  Activities Inputs Resp

Implement a coordinated 

framework of interventions 

that result in the elimination of 

adolescent suicide in Jefferson 

County every year starting in 

2024.

Improve access to and utilization of 

Behavioral Health resources for 

Adolescents in our community. 

1A.  Identify and execute a plan to 

improve the success of youth connecting 

and availing themselves  of community, 

family and school services that support 

their improved mental health.

Metric: 15 additional teens per year 

connect with services that improve 

Mental Health

Data Source: Referral services

1A.1  Resource Map all agencies/organizations for 

relevant services.  Perform gap analysis, determine 

actions to address shallow spots.

Develop Inputs

1A.2  Develop a method to communicate Youth-

related community efforts. Support a clearinghouse 

of information and updates between providers

Develop Timeline and Who owns this activity and provides 

leadership/accountability?

Develop Inputs

1A.3  Support and augment  the ongoing efforts to 

develop family navigation in our community to better 

integrate of services across community, family and 

school and improve how our kids are served by all. 

Develop Timeline and Who owns this activity and provides 

leadership/accountability?

Develop Inputs
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lorif
Sticky Note
Add YSBIRT effort/exploration as an additional strategy.

lorif
Sticky Note
Jenny:  suggests an overview presentation to JCEP/School boards (also bring new superintendents to "the fold")

lorif
Sticky Note
take "capital" A off adolescent - or at least be consistent.

lorif
Sticky Note

lorif
Sticky Note
Responsibility:  YAB Group with the help of all those in the group who have lists.

lorif
Sticky Note
responsibility:  Explore if Tanya/Family Navigator/YMCA - can take overall "responsibility" 

lorif
Sticky Note
Responsibility:  YAB - / Tanya  (SEE note above)



Youth Age Band Group - Strategic Framework Development  - As of 07/14/2021   

Goals: Objectives: Strategy: Activities Inputs Resp

What are the objectives, if completed, going to 

lead to? What measurable goals has the 

workgroup decided on to make sure that it 

meets the purpose of the group? These should 

be SMART goals.  

How are we going to implement our workgroup 

goals? How are the deliverables from the strategy 

going to be maintained? 

What types of things do we need to develop to help met 

our objectives? What deliverables will we have after we 

perform the activities? 

What steps need to happen to make sure that we can complete the 

strategy? 

What do we need to make 

the activities happen? 

Goal 1 - Cont'd: Objective 1 - Cont'd: Strategy 1A - Cont'd: 1.A  Activities - Cont'd Inputs Resp

Implement a coordinated 

framework of interventions 

that result in the elimination of 

adolescent suicide in Jefferson 

County every year starting in 

2024.

Improve access to and utilization of 

Behavioral Health resources for 

Adolescents in our community. 

1A.  Identify and execute a plan to 

improve the success of youth connecting 

and availing themselves  of community, 

family and school services that support 

their improved mental health.

Metric:  15 additional teens per year 

connect with services that improve 

Mental Health

Data Source: Referral services

1A.4  Bring In ESD for help assessing Jefferson-specific 

action plan to reduce youth suicide to zero %.

Develop Timeline and Who owns this activity and provides 

leadership/accountability?

Develop Inputs

1A.5  Develop an approach to gather insight from 

Youth on how best to reach them and what services 

they need or want.  Execute.

Develop Timeline and Who owns this activity and provides 

leadership/accountability?

Develop Inputs

1A.6  Develop approach to create safe spaces for kids 

to gather in Quilcene, PT, Brinnon and Chimacum.  

Execute.  (Bowling Alley? More movies that appeal to 

kids?)  (OlyCAP got CARES funding to do PT Conf Rm?  

Do we "support" rather than develop separately?)
Develop Timeline and Who owns this activity and provides 

leadership/accountability?

Develop Inputs
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lorif
Sticky Note
Responsibility:  JC Empowered Teen Coalitions/MCSRE: 1A.4 Note:  DBH/JulieC/Ciela/DB - meeting 8/25 to clarify what is contract/funded in PTSD, what programs are out there besides peer-to-peer DB has in mind - and how to fund whatever they go with.  Goal is to calibrate, then go to 4 School Districts (who now ALL have coalitions!)CPWI can't fund the program (evidence-based criteria) - so we'll look for other funding sources...Julie:  In convo w/ all schools re: MH first aid component.  Quil has basically committed - meeting with PTSD next week

lorif
Sticky Note
Responsibility:  Ask Ben Baurmeister/Skillmation mentors to see if they could take the lead on this one?Jenny suggests:  ESD Student Assisstance professional:  PTHolly McAlvane?  ...maybe takes this on?Chimacum and Quil also hiring a SA.    Molly:  We meant to have a focus group with the 1A.5 activity - we want someone to facilitate/partner to get the questions we want to ask....(John to add wording around the focus group aspect.)Denise:  In PT coalition - a position for hire that would hold focus group for PTHS students.  Looking for  student in HS, but no takers yet.  JN:  Explore finding a student from UW to help like CHIP did with their focus groups...?

lorif
Sticky Note
Responsibility:  Explore if the Tanya/YMCA could play an active role?  What about Parks and Rec ...John to bring up the question at the Board meeting - a Y-Parks n Rec partnership...
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Goals: Objectives: Strategy: Activities Inputs Resp

What are the objectives, if completed, going to 

lead to? What measurable goals has the 

workgroup decided on to make sure that it 

meets the purpose of the group? These should 

be SMART goals.  

How are we going to implement our workgroup 

goals? How are the deliverables from the strategy 

going to be maintained? 

What types of things do we need to develop to help met 

our objectives? What deliverables will we have after we 

perform the activities? 

What steps need to happen to make sure that we can complete the 

strategy? 

What do we need to make 

the activities happen? 

Goal 1: Cont'd Objective 1:  Cont'd Strategy 1B: 1.B  Activities Inputs Resp

Implement a coordinated 

framework of interventions 

that result in the elimination of 

adolescent suicide in Jefferson 

County every year starting in 

2024.

Improve access to and utilization of 

Behavioral Health resources for 

Adolescents in our community. 

1B.  Identify adults who interact with 

teens frequently in the community and 

train them in suicide risk, identification, 

and prevention

Metric: 50 adults are trained in suicide 

prevention

1B.1  Develop a list of Adults who frequently interact 

with teens and are in roles that would pre-dispose 

teens to be comfortable talking with them 

Develop Inputs

1B.2  Offer Adult-focused suicide prevention training  

(ie. MCS's Mental Health First Aid classes) and 

continue suicide prevention trainings currently 

conducted with Olympic Angels volunteers, 

Chimacum Teen Center, Faith-based partners, 

Skillmation, and The Benji Project teachers, etc.
Activity Lead/Accountability:  Lexa Murphy

Develop Inputs

1B.3  Additional Activities to support this strategy?

Activity Lead/Accountability: ??

1B.4  Additional activities to support this strategy?

Who owns this strategy and provides leadership/accountability?

Develop Inputs
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lorif
Sticky Note
Responsibility:  MCS leads - Jenny Supports.

lorif
Sticky Note
Responsibility:  MCS/supported with Denise/JennyDB:  the Peer-to-Peer MH First Aid covers 10-12th graders - and in this effort 10% of staff need to be trained as well. Jennny:  Include parents as well in this training.Jenny suggests school STAFF needs to be included in that "list"

lorif
Sticky Note
take this out

lorif
Sticky Note
Need to add Date?  By 6/2023
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Goals: Objectives: Strategy: Activities Inputs Resp

What are the objectives, if completed, going to 

lead to? What measurable goals has the 

workgroup decided on to make sure that it 

meets the purpose of the group? These should 

be SMART goals.  

How are we going to implement our workgroup 

goals? How are the deliverables from the strategy 

going to be maintained? 

What types of things do we need to develop to help met 

our objectives? What deliverables will we have after we 

perform the activities? 

What steps need to happen to make sure that we can complete the 

strategy? 

What do we need to make 

the activities happen? 

Goal 1 - Cont'd Objective 1:  Cont'd Strategy 1C: 1.C  Activities Inputs Resp

Implement a coordinated 

framework of interventions 

that result in the elimination of 

adolescent suicide in Jefferson 

County every year starting in 

2024.

Improve access to and utilization of 

Behavioral Health resources for 

Adolescents in our community. 

1C: Research and implement a plan to 

teach teens peer counseling and how to 

refer to appropriate adults/resources

Metric: At least 5 teens from each district 

are trained. 

1C.1 Research tools for teens to use to provide them 

guidance on how to interact with peers verbalizing 

plans or desire to commit suicide. Select tool. 

1C.2 Create training plan, implement a training in at 

least three County school districts. 
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lorif
Sticky Note
Responsibility:  ESD and ETC 

lorif
Sticky Note
replace "5"  with "up to 10 students".  add wording "middle and high school students"... JN will talk to School Superintendents and get a "reasonable % #"Anne:  notes "one group" 

lorif
Sticky Note
How do we include DBH/ JHCInclude a framework around how to securely hand off patients between our services/coordination/ communication with schools, etc.Also notes SBIRT... 




